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Abstract
We study the interactions of a new spin-1 mediator that connects the Stan-
dard Model to dark matter. We constrain its decay channels using monojet and
monophoton searches, as well as searches for resonances in dijet, dilepton and
diboson final states including those involving a possible Higgs. We then interpret
the resulting limits as bounds on the cross-section for dark matter direct detec-
tion without the need to specify a particular model. For mediator masses between
300 and 1000 GeV these bounds are considerably stronger than the ones obtained
under the assumption that the mediator can be integrated out.
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1 Introduction
Although the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has yet to see any evidence for physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM), we know from astrophysical and cosmological obser-
vations that the SM is incomplete, because it lacks an adequate candidate for the dark
matter (DM) particle. Moreover, there are likely to be new interactions that connect
the DM particle to the SM. In this paper, we discuss how colliders – and especially the
LHC – can contribute to the search for DM and such new interactions.
The search for dark matter has mainly been focused on particles with mass and
interactions set by the Fermi scale, e.g. neutralinos in extensions of the SM with softly
broken supersymmetry (SUSY) at this scale. With an impressive increase of sensitivity
over the past few years, direct detection experiments such as XENON100 [1] and CDMS-
II [2, 3] have pushed down upper bounds on the (spin-independent) scattering cross-
section on nuclei for such particles and have begun to constrain the relevant SUSY
parameter space.
For much lighter DM particles, however, direct detection bounds become significantly
weaker and at the same time such particles must have stronger interactions if their relic
annihilations are to result in an acceptable DM abundance. Hence an improvement of the
bounds for light DM is of great interest especially since recent results from the DAMA [4],
CoGeNT [5] and CRESST-II [6] experiments hint at DM with mass mχ ∼ 10 GeV and
cross-section σp ∼ 10−40 cm2. If DM does have such properties, then production of DM
pairs at the LHC would be sizeable and result in a variety of observable signals.
Among the most promising signatures of DM at high energy colliders are excesses
of events with either a single high-energy jet or a single high-energy photon and a large
amount of missing transverse energy (MET). Such monojet and monophoton searches
have been performed at LEP, Tevatron and the LHC but no excess has been observed
over expected SM backgrounds [7–12]. If the mediator of the DM interaction with the SM
is so heavy that it cannot be produced on-shell at the LHC, then these searches directly
bound the coupling of DM to nucleons and are competitive with the bounds set by direct
detection experiments [13–21]. However, for such large mediator masses, the relevant
cross-sections for both the LHC and direct detection experiments will be very small
unless the coupling constants approach the bounds from perturbative unitarity [18–20].
Of course the mediator mass may well be comparable to LHC energies. In this case
an effective operator description is no longer valid, because the LHC can resolve the
interaction and produce the mediator on-shell, which complicates the comparison with
direct detection experiments. On the plus side, it opens up the possibility to search for
resonances in various channels from the decays of the new mediator into SM particles.
Combining the limits from all relevant collider searches, it is still possible to constrain
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the direct detection cross-section in a model independent way.
In particular, if DM is light compared to the dominant mediator, we can bound
the DM direct detection cross-section in terms of the total width and the invisible
branching ratio of the mediator in a simple way. These two quantities may in turn be
constrained by collider searches without having to specify an underlying model – even
though the collider bounds may be much stronger in a specific model framework. In
this paper we apply this approach, assuming that the interaction between DM and the
SM is dominated by the exchange of a neutral spin-1 state, here termed R. An example
of such a spin-1 state is the Z ′ associated with a new broken U(1) symmetry [22–35].
Another example is a new resonance associated with a strongly interacting extension
of the SM [36, 37], e.g. an analogue of the neutral isospin zero ω resonance in QCD.
Recently, there have been analyses of the ‘dark Higgs’ associated with the Z ′ [38] and
LHC signatures of a baryonic Z ′ [39].
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we introduce an effective La-
grangian for the spin-1 state, discuss the decay channels and present the production
cross-sections at LHC and the Tevatron. In Section 3 we first summarize the resulting
collider bounds from LHC and Tevatron on the various decay modes of R, before dis-
cussing the bound for each decay mode in more detail. In Section 4, we compare our
results to limits from direct detection on spin-independent and spin-dependent inter-
actions. We do this both model independently and in the framework of a spin-1 state
coupling to the SM via kinetic and mass mixing only, as discussed above. A discussion
of all assumptions and their validity is given in Section 5 together with our conclusions.
Appendices A and B provide, respectively, all relevant formulae for the partial decay
widths and the coupling constants of R.
2 Interactions of a neutral spin-1 mediator
We start from an effective Lagrangian (similar to [28]) describing the interactions of
the neutral spin-1 state R with the SM fields and the DM particle. We then discuss all
possible decay channels and describe how they can be constrained by collider searches.
2.1 Effective Lagrangian description
We divide the Lagrangian into the couplings to DM, SM fermions, SM gauge bosons,
the Higgs, and anything else
LR = LRDM + LRff¯ + LRgauge + LRH + LRX . (1)
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Depending on whether DM is a Dirac fermion χ or complex (pseudo-)scalar φ, we define
LRDM ≡ LRχ or LRDM ≡ LRφ as appropriate, where
LRχ = Rµχ¯γµ(gVχR − gAχRγ5)χ , LRφ = gφRRµJµφ (2)
and Jµφ ≡ i(φ∗∂µφ−φ∂µφ∗). We will not consider the CP -odd operator Rµ∂µ(φ∗φ) here
(for a discussion see e.g. [40]).
The interactions of R with the SM fermions are described by
LRff¯ =
∑
f=q,`,ν
Rµf¯γ
µ(gVfR − gAfR γ5)f , (3)
where q, `, ν denote SM quarks, charged leptons and neutrinos respectively.
Neglecting CP -violating terms (see e.g. [41] for a more complete discussion) the
couplings of R to SM gauge fields can be written as
LRgauge = gRWW1[[RW+W−]]1 + gRWW2[[RW+W−]]2
+ gRZWW1((RZW
+W−)) + gRγWW1((RγW
+W−))
+ gRZZ [[RZZ]] + g
R
Zγ[[RZγ]] + g
R
WW3[[RW
+W−]]
+ gRZWW2
µνρσRµZνW
+
ρ W
−
σ + g
R
γWW2
µνρσRµγνW
+
ρ W
−
σ , (4)
where
[[RW+W−]]1 ≡ i
[
(∂µW
+
ν − ∂νW+µ )W µ−Rν − (∂µW−ν − ∂νW−µ )W µ+Rν
]
,
[[RW+W−]]2 ≡ i
2
(∂µRν − ∂νRµ)(W µ+W ν− −W µ−W ν+) ,
[[RV1V2]] ≡ µνρσ(V1µ∂ρV2ν − ∂ρV1µV2ν)Rσ ,
((RVW+W−)) ≡ 2RµV µW−ν W ν+ −RµW µ+VνW ν− −RµW µ−VνW ν+ ,
for appropriate combinations of Vi = {γ, Z,W+,W−}. The operators in the first two
lines of Equation (4) conserve C and P separately, while the operators in the last two
lines are CP even but P odd. If the underlying theory violates CP , then CP violating
couplings are also possible [42]. In principle there could also be a coupling between
the R and two photons, leading to the decay R → γ∗γ.1 Such a decay would however
correspond to a non-renormalisable operator which – in order to have any observable
effects – would imply additional new physics at rather low scales. We will not discuss
such operators.
1Note that the Landau-Yang theorem only applies to on-shell photons.
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For comparable couplings the triboson final states are suppressed compared to the
diboson ones due to smaller available phase-space This is expected when R is a new
gauge boson (for details see e.g. [43]). Consequently, we will neglect triboson decays of
R in the following.2
Finally, couplings of R to the SM Higgs are of the form
LRH = gRZHRµZµH + gRZHHRµZµH2 . (5)
Again, we expect decays into ZHH to be significantly suppressed compared to decays
into ZH so we neglect them in the following. A coupling of R to HH is absent because
H is a real scalar and terms proportional to ∂µR
µ are CP violating hence we neglect
them [41].
Leaving LRX unspecified for now, the decay modes of the vector R may then be
summarized as
ΓR = Γ
χχ¯ +
∑
q
Γqq¯ +
∑
`
Γ`
¯`
+
∑
ν
Γνν¯ + ΓWW + ΓZZ + ΓγZ + ΓZH + ΓX , (6)
where the formulae for the partial widths are provided in Appendix A. For consistency of
our description, we will impose ΓR/mR < 1 which already gives a bound on all coupling
constants. If we define gψ ≡
√
(gVψR)
2 + (gAψR)
2 for any fermion ψ we then have the
following constraints on the couplings in isolation
gφR . 12 , gχ . 6 , g`, gν . 3.5 , gq . 1.5 . (7)
Here we assumed family-independent SM couplings: gu = gd ≡ gq.
2.2 Production and decay of R at colliders
At colliders, the new spin-1 state R can e.g. be produced via Drell-Yan (DY) production,
vector boson fusion (VBF) or ‘R-Strahlung’ from a SM gauge boson. We will focus in
this paper on DY production. However, VBF will be important if the coupling of R to
W ’s is large, e.g. if R arises from a composite theory. In this case, there would be more
search channels with 2 additional jets in the final state.
In the case of DY production, we can decompose the cross-section for the production
of R in association with an additional particle Y and subsequent decay of R into xy, as
σ(qq¯ → R + Y → xy + Y ) = σ(qq¯ → R + Y ) · BR(R→ xy) , (8)
2However if R is a ‘techni-omega’, the coupling to the triboson final states can be enhanced so that
the corresponding decays contribute significantly to the total width of R.
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Figure 1: Drell-Yan production of R as a function of mR at the LHC (with
√
s = 7 TeV)
and at the Tevatron for gA,Vu,d equal to those of the SM Z boson (solid lines). We also show
the production cross-section for the case that R couples either only to u-quarks or only to
d-quarks.
where we have used the narrow width approximation (NWA), applicable if ΓR/mR  1.
As a consequence of the NWA, the DY cross-section σ(qq¯ → R→ xy) can be written
as [44,45]
σxy ∝
[
g2uwu(s,m
2
R) + g
2
dwd(s,m
2
R)
] · BR(R→ xy) , (9)
where wu,d parameterise the parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the proton. For
a narrow resonance the only dependence of the wu,d coefficient on the resonance R is
through mR. Since the functions wu,d are known, one can always translate a bound on
gu into a bound on gd or a bound on a model with a given ratio of gu/gd into a bound
on a different model. For this reason, we will show experimental bounds assuming
gu = gd ≡ gq for simplicity.
In Figure 1 we show the leading order (LO) cross-section for σ(pp → R), with
the couplings of R to SM fields set equal to those of the SM Z boson as well as the
individual contributions from u-quarks and d-quarks. The production cross-section of R
with different couplings may be found by a simple rescaling. Note that QCD corrections
can enhance the DY production significantly; in the following, we take the K-factors
from [45] for the MSTW08 NNLO PDF.
Once we know the production cross-section of R for given couplings gq, we can
translate LHC bounds on the cross-section for a certain final state xy into a bound on the
product g2q ·BR(R→ xy). The decay modes of R into the X sector can appear at colliders
as additional missing energy, displaced vertices or high-multiplicity SM final states. An
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Figure 2: Bounds on g2q · BR(R → xy) as
a function of mR, with xy being either SM
gauge bosons or ZH.
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Figure 3: Bounds on g2q · BR(R → xy) as
a function of mR, with xy being either SM
fermions or DM particles.
example is the decay mode R → Zh′ where h′ is a new scalar state responsible for the
mass of R. Another contribution to ΓX could come from decay modes of R to additional
hidden sector states. A number of such possibilities were considered e.g. in [46].
3 Collider bounds
In this section we summarize the collider bounds from LHC and Tevatron for the de-
cay modes of R and then discuss each decay mode in more detail. Table 1 lists the
current collider searches we consider here, while the corresponding limits we derive are
summarised in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The confidence level for all bounds is at least
95%.
3.1 Monojet searches
The monojet final state arises from production of R with an additional jet, j = q, g,
followed by the decay of R into DM or neutrinos: σ(pp → jR → j /pT). Decay modes
into additional hidden sector states also contribute to the monojet signal, provided these
states do not decay back to SM states within the detector.
Monojet searches have been performed at the Tevatron [8, 58], and at the LHC by
both CMS [9] and ATLAS [59] with similar sensitivity. To calculate our bounds we
compare the limits from ATLAS with the parton-level monojet signal from R simulated
using CalcHEP [60]. For monojet searches, the jets have sufficiently high pT that the
errors from neglecting parton showering and hadronization are small (see e.g. [14,61]).
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Channel [Exp] L [fb−1] Mass range Couplings Reference
pp→ j + /pT [ATLAS] 1.0 ∗ gq gχ [10]
pp→ j + /pT [CMS] 4.7 ∗ gq gχ [9]
pp→ j + /pT [CDF] 6.7 ∗ gq gχ [8]
pp→ γ + /pT [CMS] 1.14 ∗ gq gχ , gq gRZγ [11]
pp→ γ + /pT [CMS] 4.7 ∗ gq gχ , gq gRZγ [12]
pp→ j j [ATLAS] 1.04 900− 4000 gq [47]
pp→ j j [CDF] 1.13 250− 1400 gq [48]
pp→ `` [CMS] 4.9 300− 2500 gq g` [49]
pp→ `` [ATLAS] 1.08–1.21 200− 2000 gq g` [50]
pp→ ττ [CMS] 4.9 350− 1600 gq gτ [51]
pp→ Z Z(∗) [ATLAS] 4.9 110− 600 gq gRZZ [52]
pp→ Z Z [ATLAS] 1.0 320− 1500 gq gRZZ [53]
pp→ Z Z(∗) [CMS] 4.6− 4.8 110− 600 gq gRZZ [54]
pp→ W W (∗) [ATLAS] 4.9 110− 600 gq gRWW [52]
pp→ W W (∗) [CMS] 4.6− 4.8 110− 600 gq gRWW [54]
pp→ ZH [ATLAS] 4.7 ∗ gq gRZH [55]
pp→ t t¯ (boosted) [CMS] 4.6 1000− 3000 gq gt [56]
pp→ t t¯ (semileptonic) [CMS] 4.9 500− 1500 gq gt [57]
Table 1: Collider searches in final states that constrain the couplings of R. Fields marked with
a ∗ correspond to searches that do not look for heavy resonances and which, consequently, give
constraints for arbitrary mR. In the case of scalar DM gχ should be replaced by gφR.
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Figure 4: Limits on g2q · BR(R → inv)
from monojet searches (red, dotted and pur-
ple, dot-dashed) [10] and the monophoton
searches (green, dashed) [12]. The red dotted
line corresponds to the cut pT > 350 GeV,
the purple dot-dashed line to pT > 250 GeV.
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Figure 5: Limits on g2q ·BR(R→ Zγ) from the
monophoton searches in Ref. [11] (red, dot-
ted) and Ref. [12] (light blue, solid).
For mR & 400 GeV, we find that the ATLAS search with pT(j) > 350 GeV gives the
strongest constraint. For lighter R, a stronger bound is obtained from the ATLAS search
with pT(j) > 250 GeV. The Tevatron gives the strongest bound for mR . 100 GeV be-
cause of its high luminosity and lower monojet pT cut. Our results are shown in Figure 4.
3.2 Monophoton searches
The monophoton final state can arise from two different processes. The first is similar to
the monojet process with production of R and initial state radiation of a photon, followed
by decay of R into DM or neutrinos σ(pp→ γR→ γ /pT). The second possibility is DY
production of R followed by the direct decay of R into Zγ, with subsequent decay of Z
to neutrinos σ(pp→ R→ γZ → γ νν¯).
We find that the initial state radiation of a photon provides weaker constraints on
the invisible branching ratio of R than the initial state radiation of a jet (see Figure 4).
The second process, however, offers an interesting possibility to limit the branching ratio
of R → Zγ. Note, however, that such monophoton searches are only sensitive to these
decays if mR/2 is sufficiently larger than any cut on /pT or the photon pT. We use the
data from [11, 12] and obtain the limit curves shown in Figure 5 using CalcHEP. Note
that the limits on the direct decay R→ Zγ have been calculated without including the
contribution of invisible decays of R together with a photon (from initial state radiation).
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(blue, solid) and ATLAS (green, dashed).The
line width reflects the dependence of the AT-
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10% and 25% of the mediator mass).
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Figure 7: Limit on g2q · BR(R → tt¯)
from searches for boosted tops (blue, dot-
dashed) [56] and semileptonic tops (orange,
dotted) [57].
For sizeable invisible branching of R, the bounds would become even stronger.
3.3 Dijet resonances
Searches for resonances in the invariant mass distribution of dijet events have been
carried out at Tevatron and at the LHC. We use the CDF limit [48] for mR < 900 GeV
and the ATLAS limits [47] for mR ≥ 900 GeV. In the latter case, the bound on the
cross-section is not quite independent of the width of the resonance, which depends on
ΓR and on the detector resolution (see also [61]).
To estimate this dependence we have generated mjj distributions for different val-
ues of ΓR using LanHEP [62] and CalcHEP and convoluted these distributions with the
detector resolution [47]. By comparing the resulting width of the peak to the bounds
given in Table II of [47] we estimate how the limit varies with the mediator width for
ΓR/mR in the range 0.1– 0.25. The result is shown in Figure 6 together with the limits
from dijet searches from CDF. We take the upper end of the band shown in Figure 6
and conservatively apply it as a bound for all widths ΓR/mR < 0.25.
3.4 Top pairs
Searches for dijet resonances constrain the decays of R into the five lightest quarks. To
constrain g2q ·BR(R→ tt¯) independently, we use the dedicated CMS searches [56,57] for
10
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Figure 8: Limit on g2q · BR(R → ``) (solid)
from the CMS search for dilepton reso-
nances [49] and on g2q ·BR(R→ ττ) (dotted)
from the corresponding ditau search [51].
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Figure 9: Limit on g2q · BR(R → WW )
from combined searches for Higgs decays to
WW [52].
tt¯ resonances. The resulting bounds are shown in Figure 7.
We note that for family independent couplings and assuming mR > 2mt, we can
always use a bound on g2q · BR(R→ jj) to infer a bound on g2q · BR(R→ tt¯) using the
relation
BR(R→ tt¯) =
√
1− 4m2t/m2R
2 + 3g2d/g
2
u
· BR(R→ jj) . (10)
For gu ∼ gd, the bound on g2q · BR(R → tt¯) inferred from the dijet limit is comparable
to the direct bound from top pair searches. As expected, for gu  gd, the inferred
bound on g2q · BR(R → tt¯) is much stronger than the direct one, while for gu  gd, we
can actually invert the equation above to obtain a bound on g2q · BR(R→ jj) from the
bounds on g2q · BR(R→ tt¯).
3.5 Dilepton resonances
We consider the recent CMS search for dilepton resonances [49] with ` = (e, µ) as well
as the search for ditau resonances [51] and show the resulting limits in Figure 8. If
we assume family independent couplings, we can obtain a stronger bound on the ditau
channel making use of the relation BR(ττ) = BR(``)/2.
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Figure 10: Limit on g2q · BR(R → ZZ)
from combined searches for Higgs decays to
ZZ [52] (blue, solid) and from a dedicated
search for high-mass ZZ resonances [53]
(green, dashed).
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Figure 11: Limit on g2q · BR(R → ZH)
from the ATLAS search for associate pro-
duction of Higgs and Z for a Higgs mass of
mH = 125 GeV [55].
3.6 WW and ZZ
Searches for WW and ZZ final state have been performed in the context of Higgs
searches at the LHC [52, 54] and as a dedicated search for high-mass resonances [53].
The results of these searches are shown in Figures 9 and 10. We observe that the Higgs
search limits from WW and ZZ on the R couplings are significant even for relatively
large mR. The reason is that for a vector boson, the coupling involves a derivative, so
it is enhanced compared to e.g. the SM Higgs coupling for large masses.
3.7 ZH
Recent results from the LHC exclude the SM Higgs with a mass between 130 and
550 GeV at the 99% confidence level [52, 54], while the combined LEP2 results exclude
it below 114.5 GeV at the 95% confidence level [63]. In the allowed mass range, we
have upper limits on the cross-section pp→ ZH from searches for Higgs production in
association with a SM vector. We take the limit from pp → ZH → νν¯bb¯ from [55],
giving σZH < 1.7 . . . 2.0 pb depending on the value of the Higgs mass in the allowed
range. We show the resulting limit for mH = 125 GeV in Figure 11.
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4 Implications for dark matter direct detection
In this section, we apply the collider bounds obtained above to constrain DM-nucleon
interactions mediated by R. We can calculate the direct detection cross-section by
integrating out both R and Z to generate the corresponding effective operators. In the
case of Dirac DM we obtain
Leffχ = bVf χ¯γµχf¯γµf + bAf χ¯γµγ5χf¯γµγ5f , (11)
where we have neglected terms that vanish in the non-relativistic limit and defined the
effective couplings
bA,Vf = b
A,V
fR + b
A,V
fZ =
gA,VχR g
A,V
fR
m2R
+
gA,VχZ g
A,V
fZ
m2Z
. (12)
Unless bV is very small compared to bA, the direct detection cross-section will be
dominated by the effective vector-vector interaction between the DM particle and nu-
cleons (p, n) given by
LVχ = fχp χ¯γµχp¯γµp+ fχn χ¯γµχn¯γµn ; fχp = 2bVu + bVd , fχn = 2bVd + bVu . (13)
In the case of the complex scalar DM we have, similarly,
Leffφ = aVf Jµφ f¯γµf , LVφ = fφp Jµφ p¯γµp+ fφnJµφ n¯γµn , (14)
where
aVf = a
V
fR + a
V
fZ =
gφRg
V
fR
m2R
+
gφZg
V
fZ
m2Z
; fφp = 2a
V
u + a
V
d , f
φ
n = 2a
V
d + a
V
u . (15)
Because of the conservation of the vector current, there is no contribution of sea
quarks or gluons to the effective couplings. For both Dirac and complex scalar DM we
obtain the DM-nucleon cross-section
σN = µ
2
χNf
2
N/pi , where N = p, n . (16)
In the following, we will consider two different possibilities for generating effective
interactions of nucleons and DM particles. First we consider the case where R has
sizeable direct couplings to quarks and all other couplings are arbitrary. Afterwards we
consider the case where the interaction state X corresponding to the mass eigenstate
R couples only to the DM particle and couplings to SM particles are generated only
via mixing. An example would be the ‘dark’ Z ′, where R is the gauge boson of a new
U(1) under which only the DM particle is charged. In this case, we can use collider
bounds to directly constrain the mixing parameters, and therefore the direct detection
cross-section.
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4.1 Direct detection through direct couplings
Let us start with the general case where R can have arbitrary couplings to SM particles.
The only assumption we make is that R has a sizeable branching into quarks. This
assumption is important for two reasons. First, we want to exclude the case where gq
is so small that the total number of R-particles produced at the LHC is insufficient to
give a detectable monojet signal. We will come back to the case where gχ  gVuR, gVdR
in Section 4.2.
Second, this assumption ensures that DM direct detection is dominated by R-
exchange, with Z-exchange giving only a negligible contribution. This case is interesting
because it allows a ratio fn/fp significantly different from the one for Z exchange. In
fact defining y ≡ gVuR/gVdR we obtain fn/fp = (y + 2)/(2y + 1), which can in principle
take any arbitrary value.
We then obtain from Equation (16)
σp ' (2y + 1)2
µ2χn
pi
(
gVdR
)2 (
gVχR
)2
m4R
≤ (2y + 1)2µ
2
χn
pi
g2dg
2
χ
m4R
. (17)
For mχ  mR we can use Equation (24) to obtain
σp ≤ 12(2y + 1)2
µ2χnΓR
m5R
g2d · BR(R→ inv) . (18)
As discussed in Section 3, monojet and monophoton searches at the LHC provide a limit
on g2d · BR(R→ inv), so that we obtain a bound on the direct detection cross-section if
we can constrain ΓR.
Of course, if we allow decays into new states that give complicated experimental
signatures, we can make ΓR arbitrarily large. Therefore, we will now assume that all
new states are either SM particles, or remain invisible, i.e. escape the detector without
decaying into visible particles. In that case, we can combine the bounds from Section 3
to obtain an upper limit on gd and, assuming family independent couplings, constrain
ΓR. The resulting bounds are shown in Figures 12 and 13.
With present data, we can constrain gd and ΓR only in the range 300 GeV ≤ mR ≤
600GeV. However, the only decay channel that is presently not available above 600 GeV
is R → WW . We simply assume that upcoming searches for this decay mode will give
bounds comparable to the current bounds for R→ ZZ. Consequently, we assume that
the bound on g2q · BR(R → ZZ) also applies to g2q · BR(R → WW ) so that we can
extend our analysis up to 1200 GeV. Even a somewhat weaker bound on g2q · BR(R →
WW ) would not change our results dramatically, because decays into WW give only a
subdominant contribution to the total width of R.
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Figure 13: Limit on ΓR from the combination
of all experimental bounds.
We observe that up to mR ∼ 1000 GeV, ΓR/mR remains sufficiently small that the
NWA stays valid, which is an important consistency requirement for our treatment.
We can therefore use the limit on ΓR from Figure 13 to calculate an upper bound on
the direct detection cross-section. The resulting bounds on the direct detection cross-
section both as a function of mediator mass and as a function of DM mass are shown
in Figure 14. We observe that we can exclude a cross-section of σp = 2× 10−40cm2 over
the full mass range 300 GeV ≤ mR . 1000 GeV, as long as mχ  mR.
So far, we have only considered standard spin-independent interactions of DM. Many
other possibilities have been considered in the literature, e.g. spin-dependent interac-
tions, momentum-dependent interactions, inelastic DM, and effective couplings with
fn 6= fp (see e.g. [64]). Typically, these interactions strongly suppress scattering in the
non-relativistic limit, while the results from LHC searches are not significantly affected.
As a result, the LHC bounds will become much stronger compared to any exclusion
limits (or claimed signals) from direct detection experiments. To illustrate this point,
we show in Figure 15 the LHC bounds for spin-dependent interactions, as well as spin-
independent interactions with fn/fp = −0.7.
To conclude this section, we discuss how our results would change for complex scalar
DM (e.g. a scalar technibaryon [36, 37, 65, 66]). In fact, all the experimental limits can
be applied in complete analogy, the only difference being that for identical couplings the
partial width for decays into scalar DM is smaller by a factor of 4, cf. Appendix A. As a
consequence, the bounds on the direct detection cross-section will be weaker by a factor
of 4, excluding σp > 8× 10−40 cm2 for mχ  mR and 300 GeV < mR < 1000 GeV.
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Figure 14: Left: Bound from LHC data on the direct detection cross-section as a function
of the mediator mass mR with the DM mass mχ = 10 GeV. Right: Bound on the direct
detection cross-section from LHC limits as a function of the DM mass mχ compared to the
results from various direct detection experiments. The width of the blue line corresponds to
the change of the bound as the mediator mass is varied between 300 and 1000 GeV. For larger
or smaller mediator masses, the bound would become weaker. As an example, we show the
bound obtained from the contact operator if the mediator can be integrated out [18].
4.2 Direct detection through mixing
Now we consider the case where R is the mass eigenstate that corresponds to the gauge
boson X of a new U(1)X gauge group. X is then described by an effective Lagrangian,
which includes kinetic mixing and mass mixing (see also Appendix B)
L = LSM − 1
4
XˆµνXˆµν +
1
2
m2
Xˆ
XˆµXˆ
µ −mχχ¯χ
− 1
2
sin  BˆµνXˆ
µν + δm2ZˆµXˆ
µ − fVχ Xˆµχ¯γµχ . (19)
We assume that the interaction eigenstate X couples only to the DM particle χ (as-
sumed here to be a Dirac fermion) with strength fVχ , and has no other couplings. In
particular, we assume that other hidden sector states – even if present – give a negligible
contribution to the total width of R.
The mass eigenstate R then picks up SM couplings from mixing as described in
Appendix B. At the same time, kinetic mixing introduces a coupling between χ and
the Z-boson. After integrating out both R and Z, the resulting coupling constants for
the effective interactions between DM and nucleons are, in terms of the Lagrangian
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Figure 15: Left: Bound on the spin-dependent direct detection cross-section from LHC limits
as a function of the mediator mass mR with the DM mass fixed to mχ = 10 GeV. Right: Same
but for spin-independent interactions with the isospin-violating couplings fn/fp = −0.7.
parameters in Equation (19)
fp =
gˆfVχ
4cˆW
c2ξ
c
tξ
[(
1− 4sˆ2W − 3sˆWttξ
) 1
m2Z
−
(
1− 4sˆ2W + 3sˆW
t
tξ
)
1
m2R
]
,
fn =−
gˆfVχ
4cˆW
c2ξ
c
tξ
[
(1 + sˆWttξ)
1
m2Z
−
(
1− sˆW t
tξ
)
1
m2R
]
, (20)
where ξ is defined in Equation (39) and we abbreviated sin θ ≡ sθ, cos θ ≡ cθ, tan θ ≡ tθ.
In the case where the mass mixing parameter δm = 0, we obtain fn ' 0, i.e. photon-like
interactions.
Because of mixing R can be produced directly in p-p collisions, so we can use LHC
data to constrain the mixing parameters and therefore obtain bounds on the direct
detection cross-section. In addition to the LHC bounds, we also have LEP bounds on
the kinetic mixing parameters sin  and ξ and on gχZ . In order to satisfy electroweak
precision tests (EWPT) we must require that [23]
αS = 4ξcˆ2WsˆWt, and (21)
αT = ξ2(m2
Xˆ
/m2
Zˆ
− 1) + 2ξsˆWt, (22)
are within their experimental limits. Moreover, from measurements of the Z invisible
width, we know that
(gχZ)
2 . 0.008 . (23)
Note, however, that new physics might well give additional contributions to the S and
T parameters, which can modify these bounds.
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Figure 16: Bounds on the mixing parameter sin  and the direct detection cross-section σp for
fVχ = 0.1 and δm = 0. The grey shaded region in the second plot corresponds to sin  > 0.8.
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Figure 17: Bounds on the direct detection cross-section for different choices of fVχ and δm.
The grey shaded regions correspond to sin  > 0.8.
For fixed fVχ and δm we can calculate all coupling constants and therefore the partial
decay widths and branching ratios of R as a function of mR and sin . The bounds from
Section 3 can then be interpreted as constraints on sin  as a function of mR. These
constraints directly correspond to limits on the DM direct detection cross-section. Our
results are presented in Figure 16.
We observe that the bound from WW does not get stronger compared to the other
bounds as we increase mR, despite the enhancement of the branching ratio of R into
WW . The reason is that for small kinetic mixing, the coupling of R to quarks and
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leptons is proportional to cos ξt ≈ , while the coupling of R to WW is proportional to
sin ξ ≈  sin θWM2Z/m2R. Thus, the partial width ΓWW picks up an additional factor of
m4Z/m
4
R which precisely cancels the enhancement from the derivative interaction.
In the case where fVχ = 0.1, the LHC gives strong constraints on the direct detection
cross-section, comparable to the best bounds from current direct detection experiments.
This conclusion does not change significantly, if we include a mass mixing term (see
Figure 17). However, such a mass mixing will enhance ξ compared to , so the bound
from WW becomes stronger compared to the bound from dileptons and monojets.
Increasing fVχ relaxes all bounds from the LHC since smaller quark couplings, and
therefore smaller mixing parameters are required for the same direct detection cross-
section. At the same time the invisible partial width of R is increased so that decays of
R into SM particles are additionally suppressed. Still, even for fVχ = 1, we can exclude
a direct detection cross-section above 10−41 cm2, because larger mixing parameters are
excluded by both dilepton and monojet constraints as well as EWPT.
5 Discussion
In this paper, we have considered a new vector state R, as the dominant mediator
of the scattering between DM and nuclei, relevant for direct detection experiments.
We have demonstrated that the LHC can significantly constrain the scattering cross-
sections over a wide range of mediator masses. In the case of fermionic DM and assuming
that the vector mediator has direct couplings to quarks, we can exclude cross-sections
σp > 2× 10−40 cm2 for 300 GeV ≤ mR ≤ 1000 GeV as long as mχ  mR, with similar
limits for scalar DM. When couplings to quarks are introduced only via mixing, the
resulting bounds on the direct detection cross-section can be much stronger. However,
it is possible to suppress the collider constraints by making the DM coupling very large
compared to the quark couplings. Our approach allows a very general interpretation
of the results from MET searches at the LHC, because we have not assumed that the
mediator is heavy enough for an effective operator analysis. Nevertheless, we have made
other assumptions in our analysis, which we discuss below.
First, the DM particle has been assumed to have a mass mχ  mR. When mχ be-
comes larger than mR/2, R can no longer decay into DM particles and therefore monojet
signals can only arise when the mediator is produced off-shell. Hence bounds from mono-
jets become much weaker. We do not consider this case further, as LHC bounds on the
interactions of heavy DM are significantly less stringent than those obtained from direct
detection experiments.
Second, we have assumed family independent fermion couplings (but we allow dif-
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ferences between up-quark and down-quark couplings, and between charged lepton and
neutrino couplings). Coupling the mediator predominantly to the third generation would
slightly relax the bound from dileptons, but make the already quite strong bound on
top-quarks even stronger. At the same time, doing so would strongly suppress the direct
detection cross-section. Consequently, allowing family-dependent couplings would not
significantly change our conclusions.
Third, we have only considered the contribution from DY production of R. This is
certainly justified in the case where couplings of R to standard model particles arise from
kinetic mixing. For large mR, however, the coupling of R to WW is not well constrained,
so it could in general be possible to enhance the cross-section of VBF production. By
neglecting additional contributions to the production of R we give of course a more
conservative bound.
Fourth, there is only a relatively limited range of mediator masses, viz. 300 –
600 GeV, where we have bounds on all possible SM decay channels. Below 300 GeV,
it will be difficult to constrain some of the couplings of R using LHC data, mostly be-
cause of QCD backgrounds. Instead, EWPT will become more important (see [33]). To
extend the range of mediator masses above 600 GeV, we have simply assumed that the
bound on BR(R → WW ) above 600 GeV is identical to that on BR(R → ZZ). Since
the total width of the mediator is not very sensitive to this bound, we expect our result
to be only mildly affected if the observed bound is significantly weaker.
Finally, and most importantly, we have assumed that we can treat R as a narrow
resonance and we make extensive use of the NWA to separate the production of R
from the subsequent decays. This factorisation is not valid for broad resonances, where
we expect a significant contribution from off-shell mediators (see [45] for a discussion).
Moreover, most bounds only apply for a narrow resonance. For example, limits for dijet
resonances have only been published for peaks with Γ/M . 0.3.
We observe that for mR < 1000 GeV, present experimental results give the constraint
ΓR/mR < 0.25. For these values, we expect the NWA to be accurate within a few
percent. AsmR increases, the bounds on the individual coupling constants, and therefore
the bound on ΓR, become weaker. For mR > 1 TeV, couplings can be of order unity for
which the width becomes so large that neither experimental limits nor the formalism
presented in this paper can be applied. With increasing luminosity at the LHC, we
expect to be able to extend our treatment to larger mediator masses, while at the same
time obtaining stronger bounds on the direct detection cross-section.
For dark matter masses mχ  mR, dark matter annihilation will only involve off-
shell mediators. If the mediator couples mostly to quarks and dark matter, it is therefore
possible to describe annihilation in terms of the same effective operators as direct de-
tection. Consequently, one can directly translate between direct detection cross-sections
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and annihilation cross sections (see for example [67,68]). In the case of a vector mediator
and light dark matter, direct detection cross-sections of 10−40 cm2 or smaller correspond
to an annihilation cross section significantly below the thermal cross section [14,69].
The LHC bounds on the decay channels of R therefore imply that the annihilation
cross section of dark matter into quarks is well below the present experimental sensitivity
for dark matter indirect detection in all relevant channels including the antiproton flux
from PAMELA [70], diffuse gamma rays from FERMI-LAT [71–73] and neutrinos from
the sun [74].3 Even more restrictive experimental bounds in the future can be evaded
either if dark matter is asymmetric or by appealing to additional uncertainties as in [76,
77].
To obtain the required dark matter relic density in our framework, we must assume
either the presence of additional mediators in the early universe in order to avoid over-
production of DM or additional couplings of R to new hidden sector states. In fact,
coupling R to new hidden sector states that decay into SM particles with more compli-
cated experimental signatures is an interesting possibility to evade experimental limits
on ΓR. Thus there are good reasons to carry out experimental searches (see [78] for an
example) for such states.
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A Decay widths
Γ(R→ χχ¯) = mR
12pi
√
1− 4m
2
χ
m2R
[(gVχ )
2 + (gAχ )
2 +
m2χ
m2R
(2(gVχ )
2 − 4(gAχ )2)] (24)
3However, if R has only small coupling to quarks, there could be a monoenergetic gamma ray signal
from annihilation of dark matter into Z gamma as in [75].
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Γ(R→ φφ∗) = mR
48pi
√
1− 4m
2
φ
m2R
g2Rφ (25)
Γ(R→ ff¯) = mRNc
12pi
√
1− 4m
2
f
m2R
[(gVf )
2 + (gAf )
2 +
m2f
m2R
(2(gVf )
2 − 4(gAf )2)] (26)
Γ(R→ W+W−) = 1
192pi
mR
(
mR
mW
)4(
1− 4m
2
W
m2R
)1/2
×
(
(gRWW1)
2
[
4
m2W
m2R
− 4m
4
W
m4R
− 48m
6
W
m6R
]
+(gRWW2)
2
[
1− 16m
4
W
m4R
]
+gRWW1g
R
WW2
[
12
m2W
m2R
− 48m
4
W
m4R
]
+(gRWW3)
2
[
4
m2W
m2R
− 32m
4
W
m4R
+ 64
m6W
m6R
])
(27)
Γ(R→ ZZ) = (g
R
ZZ)
2
96pi
mR
m2R
m2Z
(
1− 4m
2
Z
m2R
)3/2 [
1− 6m
2
Z
m2R
]
(28)
Γ(R→ Zγ) = (g
R
Zγ)
2
96pi
mR
m2R
m2Z
(
1− m
2
Z
m2R
)3
(29)
Γ(R→ ZH) = (g
R
ZH)
2
192pim2Z
mR
√
λ(1, xZ , xH)(λ(1, xZ , xH) + 12xZ) , (30)
where xZ = (mZ/mR)
2, xH = (mH/mR)
2, and λ(x, y, z) = x2 +y2 +z2−2xy−2yz−2zx.
Note that in the latter formula gRZH has mass dimension one, following our conventions
in the main text, and the expression agrees with that given in e.g. [79].
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B Coupling structure from mixing
In this appendix, we discuss how the mass eigenstate R arises from the mixing of an
interaction eigenstate vector X with the SM U(1)Y B field and the neutral component
W 3 of SU(2)L weak fields. We first consider the most general case and calculate the
effective coupling constants defined in Section 2 in terms of the fundamental couplings
and the entries of the mixing matrix. We then calculate the mixing matrix that arises
from kinetic mixing and mass mixing of gauge bosons.
Following the notation in [33] we write the general mixing matrix as BˆµWˆ 3µ
Xˆµ
 =
 N11 N12 N13N21 N22 N23
N31 N32 N33
 AµZµ
Rµ
 . (31)
Here A, Z are the physical photon and neutral massive gauge boson fields of the SM.
The couplings of R to SM fermions are given in terms of the mass mixing matrix, as4
gVuR = −
1
12
(5gˆ′N13 + 3gˆN23)− fVu N33 , gAuR =
1
4
(gˆ′N13 − gˆN23)− fAu N33 ,
gVdR =
1
12
(gˆ′N13 + 3gˆN23)− fVd N33 , gAdR = −
1
4
(gˆ′N13 − gˆN23)− fAd N33 ,
gVeR =
1
4
(3gˆ′N13 + gˆN23)− fVe N33 , gAeR = −
1
4
(gˆ′N13 − gˆN23)− fAe N33 ,
gVνR =
1
4
(gˆ′N13 − gˆN23)− fVν N33 , gAνR = −
1
4
(gˆ′N13 − gˆN23)− fAν N33 , (32)
where the numerical coefficients are determined from the hypercharge and weak quantum
numbers of the SM fermions and fV,A denote the direct couplings of X. Similarly, the
effective vector and axial couplings of R to the DM particle are given by
gVχR = f
V
χ N33 , g
A
χR = f
A
χ N33 or gφR =fφN33 (33)
depending on whether the DM particle is a fermion or a scalar.
Finally, the couplings of R to SM bosons are given by [28]
gRWW1 = g
R
WW2 = gˆN23 , g
R
ZWW1 = −gˆ2N22N23 , gRAWW1 = −gˆ2N21N23 , (34)
gRZH =
v
2
(gˆ′N12 − gˆN22)(gˆ′N13 − gˆN23) , gRZHH =
1
2
(gˆ′N12 − gˆN22)(gˆ′N13 − gˆN23).
(35)
4We use gˆ and gˆ′ to denote the fundamental gauge couplings of SU(2)L and U(1)Y , which will be
different from the observed ones, g and g′.
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Since P -violating couplings of gauge bosons are absent in the SM, the corresponding
couplings of R cannot be introduced by mixing alone.
We now assume that X is the gauge boson of a new U(1)X gauge group and follow
the discussion in [33] of an effective Lagrangian which includes kinetic mixing and mass
mixing (see also [23])
L = LSM − 1
4
XˆµνXˆµν +
1
2
m2
Xˆ
XˆµXˆ
µ −mχχ¯χ
− 1
2
sin  BˆµνXˆ
µν + δm2ZˆµXˆ
µ −
∑
f
fVf Xˆ
µf¯γµf − fVχ Xˆµχ¯γµχ . (36)
As in [38], we assume that the U(1)X is broken by an additional Higgs field and X
acquires the mass mXˆ . We will not discuss the implications of this additional Higgs
field and its potential mixing further. We define Zˆ ≡ cˆWWˆ 3 − sˆWBˆ, where sˆW (cˆW) is
the sine (cosine) of the (fundamental) Weinberg angle.
The diagonalisation of the above Lagrangian is discussed in detail in e.g. [23]. The
field strengths are diagonalised and canonically normalised via the following two con-
secutive transformations BˆµWˆ 3µ
Xˆµ
 =
 1 0 −t0 1 0
0 0 1/c
 BµW 3µ
Xµ
 , (37)
 BµW 3µ
Xµ
 =
 cˆW −sˆWcξ sˆWsξsˆW cˆWcξ −cˆWsξ
0 sξ cξ
 AµZµ
Rµ
 , (38)
where
t2ξ =
−2c(δm2 +m2Zˆ sˆWs)
m2
Xˆ
−m2
Zˆ
c2 +m
2
Zˆ
sˆ2Ws
2
 + 2 δm
2 sˆWs
. (39)
Multiplying the two matrices, we obtain the coefficients Nij so that we can calculate
the couplings of R using Equations (32–35). As discussed in [28, 33], the fundamental
parameters mZˆ and sˆW are constrained by the requirement that the physical Z mass
and the Weinberg angle come out in accord with experiment.
At colliders we are directly sensitive to the couplings gu,d, which determine the
production cross-section of R (see Section 2.2). We show these in Figure 18 as a function
of mR for different values of the kinetic mixing parameter  and different values of the
mass mixing parameter δm.
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Figure 18: The couplings g2u (solid lines) and g
2
d (dashed lines) as a function of mR for  = 0.01
(green),  = 0.1 (blue) and  = 1 (purple). In the left plot, interactions are induced by kinetic
mixing only via the Lagrangian given in Equation (36), while in the right plot we have included
a mass mixing of δm = mZ/2.
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Figure 19: The effective couplings fp (solid lines) and fn (dashed lines) obtained from the
Lagrangian given in Equation (36) as a function of sin  for mR = 300 GeV (green), mR =
600 GeV (blue) and mR = 1200 GeV (purple). In the left plot, interactions are induced by
kinetic mixing only, so fn = 0, while in the right plot we have included a mass mixing of
δm = mZ/2.
If there are no direct couplings to quarks, we can calculate the effective DM-nucleon
couplings fp and fn in terms of , δm and f
V
χ , cf. Equation (20). We show these couplings
as a function of sin  for different values of δm in Figure 19. Note that for δm = 0, we
obtain fn/fp = 0, while for δm 6= 0, fn/fp < 0.
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